Carolina Scholar helps support local girls
. . . . Priyanka Juneja has always had a passion for women empowerment issues, and early this summer, she decided to channel that passion into something bigger — a way to help people face-to-face. Her student organization, Girls for Tomorrow, hosts workshops for middle school girls.
http://www.sc.edu/uofsc/stories/2014/02_girls_for_tomorrow_middle_school_empowerment_program.php#.UwtUhIUhsfS

Scholars selected for SCHC’s Artist in Residence Program
. . . . Four of the 10 students selected for this program are scholars: Elizabeth Gergel, Clara Logue, Samruddhi Somani and Jake Ross.

Scholar Alumni Updates
- Carolina Scholar alumni Paula Randler (’04) is a member of the staff of the Morris K. Udall and Stewart L. Udall Foundation. The University participates in this national fellowship competition each year. Randler herself was a Udall Scholar. www.udall.gov
- McNair Scholar alumni Jeremy Wolfe (’05) visited campus on March 3 hosted by the University’s Russian Department and Office of Fellowships and Scholar Programs. He had lunch with prospective Truman applicants, and later, gave a talk for the Russian Department about the use of critical languages as helpful for positions in national security. Wolfe is an agent with the FBI based in Washington, DC.